SERVICES
Michels Canada is committed to performing safe, specialized
services to support Canada’s prosperous future. We construct
reliable solutions to serve the public’s energy, infrastructure and
power needs. Our project managers and crews work out of three
strategic, geographic locations, Edmonton (Nisku), Vancouver
and Toronto. These locations allow us to quickly mobilize people,
equipment and other resources wherever needed. Whether
operating independently or collaborating on a project, the Michels
Canada team upholds our Core Values, quality standards and
world-class reputation.

www.MichelsCanada.com

Infrastructure. Delivered.
ENERGY

POWER

Michels Canada uses time-tested techniques and new
technology for long distance movement of Canada’s liquid
and gas resources. Count on us to deliver safe, creative
and efficient trenchless and conventional solutions for
your energy projects. Our project managers and crews
have completed significant pipeline projects throughout
Canada, working in dense urban and remote rural areas
with an uncompromising commitment to safety and
environmental protection.

Michels Canada provides comprehensive electrical power
construction services to support Canada’s need for safe,
reliable electrical power delivery systems. Our skilled
project and construction managers, experienced field
personnel, and sophisticated equipment fleet enhance
the country’s power grid.
Our capabilities include:
• Emergency Response
• Foundations
• Direct embed
• Piers
• Piles
• Shafts
• Live Line Upgrades and Repairs
• Barehand work
• Hot sticking
• Mechanical arms
• Renewable Energy
• Transmission and Distribution Lines
• EPC delivery model
• Maintenance
• New, rebuild and relocation construction
• Overhead and underground facilities
• Structure assembly and erection
• Site clearing and preparation
• Reconductoring

Our capabilities include:
• Auger Boring
• Direct Pipe®
• Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD)
• Mainline Transmission
• Emergency repair
• Hydrostatic testing
• Integrity management
• Interconnects
• Master service agreements
• Pipeline construction
• Relocations
• Microtunneling

INFRASTRUCTURE
Michels Canada uses modern solutions to maintain and
upgrade Canada’s water and wastewater systems. Our
techniques are expansive, and our people are experienced
in pursuit of a unified goal: providing our customers with
systems to thoughtfully and effectively meet the public’s
needs.
Our capabilities include:
• Auger Boring
• Large-Diameter Tunnels
• Earth pressure balance tunnel boring
machine (TBM)
• Hard rock TBM
• Conventional blast tunneling
• Sequential excavation method
• Microtunneling
• Sewer and Water Rehabilitation (mains and
utility manholes)
• Cured-in-place pipe (CIPP)
• Sliplining
• Spray-in-place pipe (SIPP)

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
MAINLINE TRANSMISSION
WESTERN ALBERTA SYSTEM MAINLINE LOOP
Cochrane, AB
• 22-kilometre, 42-inch natural gas pipeline
• 1.2-metre below grade in an urban area
• Wildlife biodiversity zone in wetlands
• Completed by open-cut pipelining and HDD

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING
HIDDEN LAKE GOLF COURSE
(Waterdown to Finch Pipeline)

Burlington, ON
• 3,540-metre, 12-inch steel pipe
• Maximum depth: 70 metres
• Longest HDD in Canada

MICROTUNNELING
PACIFIC OCEAN MARINE OUTFALL

(Wastewater Treatment Plant Construction)

Victoria, BC
• 117-metre long, 2121-millimetre steel tunnel
• Ocean outfall
• Rock wall shaft to rock mattress pad
• Wet retrieval of microtunnel boring machine
• Secant piles, drill and blast shafts
• No-Dig North Canadian Project of the Year winner

Safety: The Cornerstone of our Culture
Building and maintaining reliable energy delivery systems depends on safety.
Michels Canada is honoured to be the Gold Winner for Canada’s Best Health &
Safety Culture in the 2021 Canada’s Safety Employers Awards. This recognition
is a testament to everyone at Michels Canada, whether they wear a hard hat and
work in the field or provide critical support services from our offices and yards. Our
culture is built on the complete commitment to health and safety every minute of
every day. We share a passion for continuously improving our safety culture and
never taking it for granted.

BUILDING CANADA’S FUTURE
Michels Canada was established in response to customers’ needs for a
construction partner committed to supporting Canada’s future. The Michels Family
of Companies initially served Canadian customers through U.S.-based operations,
but we cemented ties to our homeland with the formal establishment of Michels
Directional Crossings Company in 1997 (renamed Michels Canada in 2006).Since
then, we have developed the strongest team and best safety culture for providing
safe and reliable energy, infrastructure, and power solutions. We stake a claim as
the country’s best.
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